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Inspection Summary

Insosction from Auoitit 1 throuah September 30. 1992 (Recort No. 50-'

18Jf 920,J2 f DRP))
ArqLupfqttid; h atine m announced safety inspecti(ns of engineered safety
features sy:: tem walkdown plant operations, onsite followup of events,
maintenance / surveillance, verification of plant records, and open item
followup was. conducted.

Results: Of the areas inspected three violations and two unresolved items
were identified. One violation involving the failure to lock a damper and one
unresolved item are discussed in paragraph 2 (engineered safety. features
system walkdown). The remaining unresolved item is discussed in paragraph 6
(verification of plant records). One 'iolation involving a failure of non-
licensed-operators to follow procedure ind one violation-involving the failure
of the licensee to comply wnh technica specifications are discussed in the
report. These two violations met the test of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C,
Section VII.B.2. Accordingly, no Notices of Violations were issued for these
two violations. One open item was closed during this report period (see
. paragraph 7). An executive summary follows.
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+ Qoerations

Operator response to the plant trip was prompt and precise. Notwithstanding-
this, there were witiple examples of human performance errors committed by
-non-licensed equ% ment operators. These errors did not result in personnel
injuries or equihment damage but did reflect poor operator performance.
During the walkdown of the control room ventilation isolation system the.
inspectors notad that while the system was operable, in general the system was
not maintained at the same high level of quality as other safety related
systems.

Radiolooical Controls

The licensee's performance in this area was improved over the last reporting
period. There were fewer personnel contamination incidents and no equipment-
contamination events. Cleanup and decontamination activities following the

-_last refueling outage continued but were nearing completion.

Mair.tenance/ Surveillance

Routine maintenance and surveillance activities contir.ue to be well
performed. Special maintenance activities such as the replacement of the
accuinulator veat valve were well coordinated and planned prior to performance.
Prompt call-in of mainterance workers and the use of preplanned work packages
allowed the licensee to work off most of the forced outage maintenance list
following the reactor trip. Maintenance and repair activities were maximized
with c minimum of plant downtime.

Enoineerino and Techrical Sunnort

-Good support was provided following the reactor trip for root cause
identification and maintenance support. Minor problems were identified v.th-
the control room ventilation isolation system drawings and in the safety-
analysis reports that were not noted on other safety related systems.

Safety Assessment and Ouality Verification

There was good involvement by management and the quality verification
organizations following the reactor trip, during the maintenance activity on
the accumulator vent vahe, and in followup to the reactor trip breaker
handswitch issue. A conservative and thoughtful attitude towards plant safety
was displayed during this report period.
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

D. F. Schnell, Senior.Vice President, Nuclear
*G. L. Randolph, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
*J. D. Blosser, Manager, Callaway Plant
*C, D. Naslund, Manager, Nuclear Engineering
*J. V. Laux, Manager, Quality Assurance
*J. R. Peevy, Manager, Operations Support
M. E. Taylor, Assistant Manner, Work Control
D. E. Young, Superinter. dent, Operations
R. R. Roselius, Superintendent, Health Physics
T. P. Sharkey, Supervising Engineer, Site Licensing
G. J. Czeschin, Superintendent, Planning and Scheduling
G. R. Pendegraff, Superintendent, Security

*C. E. Slizewski, Supcrvisor, Quality Assurance Program
G. A. Hughes, Supervisor, Independent Safety Engineer Group
C. S. Petzel, Quality Assurance Engineer
J. A. McGraw, Superintendent, System Engineering

*R. D. Affolter, Superintendent, Design Control

* Denotes those present at one or more exit interviews.

in addition, a number of equipment operators, reactor operators, senior
reactor operators, and other members of the quality control, operations,
maintenance, health physics, and engineering staffs were contacted.

2. Engineered Safety Features (ESF) System Walkdown (71710)

The inspectors performed a walkdown of the safety-related portions of
the control building heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system
(licensee system designator Gs). The purpose of the walkdown was to
independently verify that a selected ESF system was operable as required
by plant technical specifications (TS).

The inspectors verified the positions of the UK valves in the plant (by
direct observation), the positions of selected dampers, the positions of
the associated electrica' oreakers in the various switchgear rooms, and
that the associated switches _-on all control panels were in their proper

: positions. Components, breakers, and compartments were found to be
; clean and appropriately maintained (no valve packing laaks, no bent
j valve / damper stems or missing handwheels).

Comments generated from the plant walkdown, comparison of procedures and
prints, review of TS, review of engineering calculations, and review of
the updated safety analysis report (USAR) are discttssed below:
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Approximately five feet of the outside air supply duct to the "B"-,

control room pressurization fan-(CGK048) is located in the
redundant "A" train fan room. In addition, portions of the
discharge-duct and recirculation duct are in common areas. The
inspectors were concerned that a fire, internal missile, or other
single active failure could result in the loss of both trains of
the pressurization system. This would result in the loss of the
control room positive pressure differential and could result in
the exposure of the control room operators to radiation dose

-

levels higher than allowed by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General
Design Criteria 19 following a desiga basis accident (DBA). *

Missiles - The GK system is protected from the effects -of an-

2xternally generated missile (tornados, explosions, etc.).
However, Bechtel's Internal Missiles Evaluation Analysis
stated that for pressc.rization fans CGK04A and CGK048, the
fan missiles have sufficient energy to escape the fan
housing, following a DBA, CGK04A and CGK04B would
automatically start. If CGK04A should fail catastrophically
then the missiles generated could severely damage the
pressurization system preventing it from performing its
intended function. The licensee's position is that an
internal missile is by definition a hazard and hazards are
not assumed to cause or be caused by DBAs. However, it
appears to the inspectors that the internal missile could be
a single active failure and thus could be assumed to occur
during a DBA. If the internal missile is a hazard then the
design of the GK system is appropriate. If the internal
missile is a single active failure then the GK system fails
to comply with NRC' General Design Criteria and is, by
definition, not capable of performing its intended function.
Pending resolution of this question by the NRC, this matter
remains unresolved (483/92012-01). The inspectors reviewed
licensee documentation which showed that whether it is a
single active failure or a hazard, failure of the
pressurization ~ system in this manner is an extremely low
probability occurrence.

Fire - The licensee's USAR states that the facility is-

protected from a fire hazard (emphasis added). A hazard is
precluded from resulting in a DBA. Therefore, a fire and a
DBA will not occur simultanaously. The pressurization
portion of the GK system is'not required to safely shut down
the reactor and maintain it in a safe-shutdown condition
following a fire.

During the inspectors' walkdown of the GK system, damper GK D-0325--

was id9ntified as missing its required lock. Upon notification,
,

the licensee locked the damper and chuked all other GK campers
that were required to be locked. Onc other damper was identified
by,the licensee as missing its required lock. Both unlocked
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dampers were found in their required position. On November 4,.

1987, the licensee issued Licensee Event Report (LER) 483/87013-01
concerning the mispositioning of a flow balancing damper, due to
unknown causes. The mispositioned damper would allow control room
radiation doses to the operators following a postulated accident
:9 increase. Inspection Report 483/87033 documented the results
of an NRC special safety inspection to review the circumstances-
surrounding the mispositioned flow t'alancing damper. The results
of the enforcement conference held with the licensee concerning
the findings of this special inspection, were issued in NRC
inspe. tion report 483/87035 (EA 87-217). Two severity level four
violatio1s were issued. One for an inadec.uate preoperational test
package and one for the failure to promptly identify and correct a
condition adverse to quality. The licensee's corrective cction as
documented in LER 483/87013-01 included " Manual balancing dampers
whose positions are critical for the system to meet its safety-
related design basis will be marked and secured in their proper
pasition." The licensee's failure to maintain locks on the-
dampers as required by Operations Ocpartment Procedure ODP-ZZ-
00004 and committed to in LER 87013-01 is a violation (483/92012-
02).

The inspectors utilized the licensee's computerized equipment out--

of-service log to evaluate the availability of the GK system. The-
computerized system was initiated by the licensee November 1,
1991. Using the data from November 1, 1991, to the end of August
1992, a sort by component was performed. This data was then used
to find the total system unavailability due to preventive
maintenance (PM) and corrective maintenance. Of the 7,296 hours
betveen November 1992 and August 1992, train "A" was out-of-
service (00S) for 13.97 percent of'the time. Train "B" was 00S
for 9.42 percent of the time. These numbers are for the iotal
time between the selected dates. The time that the GK system was.
005 while at power was then determined. The number of hours that
each train was 005 with the plant at power was subtracted from the
total 00S time. Then the plant outage time was subtracted from
the total time between November and August. Train "A" was 00S for
7.1 percent of the at power time and train "B" was 00S for 4.86
percent of the at power time. The amount of time that each train
spent in PM was nearly identical; however, the train "A" spent 47
percent more time in corrective maintenance than train "B". The

-

inspectors evaluated this difference and determined that it was
due to two additional equipment outages during the eight months.
No significant difference for 00S time between the trains was
noted.

-" Part of the function of the GK system is-to provide ventilation to
the four safety-related battery rooms located in the control
building. During battery charging, hydrogen (H,) gas forms and is
vented into the rooms. To monitor the level of H,, each room has
a detector which alarms in the controi room. The detectors are
located approximately 6 feet (1.87 meters) above the floor;
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however, each room is 12 feet 8 inches (3.86 meters) high. This,-

allows considerable room for the accumulation of H, ga. to go
undetected. In addition, the ventilation intakes and exhaust
ports in the room are no higher than approximately 8 ft.
(2.43 meters) leaving a dead air space for H, gas to accumulate.
The H, monitors were not fully effective in reaching their
designed purpose due to their monitoring point location. However
the licensee-installed the monitors as an additional precaution.
Bechtel calculation GK-370, Revision 1, dete mined that during
accident conditions it would take a minimum of 4.64 days to reach
2 percent by volume of H, gas in the battery rooms assuming na
ventilation and minimal battery cherging. The calculation
supports the safety of the rooms from a H, gas burn.

Normal Operating Procedure (OTN) GK-00001, " Control Buildin5 HVAC-

System", Revision 4 had numerous minor errors. They included:

The control room and the control building air conditionino'-

units contain local supply breakers located on the skids.
These brer.kers were referenced in the check off lists for
the operator to ensure they were "on". The numbers of the
switches were not included in the check off lists even
though they wer! recently labeled. in addition, the OTN did
not require operators to check the local supply breakers of
some components when these ccaponents were being restored to
service. For these components, the local breakers must be
properly positiened for the system to be considered
operable. Examples of this included:

FGK02A, " Control room pressurization system filter-

adsorber unit heater" (Sa fety-Rel ated) .

FGK020, " Control room pressurization system filter-

adsoiber unit heater" (Safety-Related)

EGK08, " Access control A/C system booster coil" (Non-

Safety-Related).

EGK0ll, " Control building-access control system-

booster enil" (Non Safety-Related).

The control building A/C units (SGK05A and SGK058) and the control-

room A/C units (SGK04/,and SCK048) had local handswitches which
were not included in the check off lists. These handswitches must
be properly positioned for the system to be operable.

The two control room filtration system adsorber units (FGK01A and-

FGKO?B) and the two control room pressurization system filter
adsorber units (FGK02A and FGK028) each contain two manoneter
connections for testing purposes. Piping and instrumentation
diagrams (esID) M-22GK01 (0) and M-22GK03 both show these
connections to be closed and capped. The check off lists did not

6
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require that the Maps be verified in place and upon inspection the,

caps were found to be missing. The verification of caps on vents
and drains was inconsistent in that verification would be required
on rome vents and drains but not on others. The OTN required the
checking of twenty-six caps but failed to require the checking of
twenty-eight other caps. This inconsistency resulted in the
failure to install the eight ..ianometer caps.

Each of the adsorbers discussed above had five drain connections-

coming off the bottom of the unit.. Three of the connections were
very loose. One was so loose as to be. nearly disconnected. This
could have allowad some small amount of air flow tc, bypass
portions of the filters through these 3/4 inch (19 mm) drains.
The licensee tightened the loose connections and initiated a work
request to check the tightness of all twenty. of them. This work
request was completed prior to the end of the report period.

Each of the adsorbers discussed above had three pressure- -

transmitters which monitored the differential pressure across the
High Efficiency Particulate Adsorber (HEPA) filters. Each of the
differential pressure transmitters (DFTs) had c root isolation
valve and an eqcalizing valve (commonly referred to as a Dragon
Valve). It is not the normal pr ctice to have operations
department pcv onnel verify the positior. of instrument root
valves, however, the high and low root valvos were verified in
this OTI.. The equalizing valves, however, were not verified. In
addition, the equalizing valves located on FGK01A and FGK01B did
not have valve identification tags. The licensee evaluated this
discrepancy and will initiate procedure change reqtiests to resolve
the differences.

,

Valve nomenclature on the various check of f lists attached to the-

OTN, with one exception, did not natch that on the valve
^identification tag::. In addition, the order of the required

checks on the check off lists, with one exception, was not
designed to aid the operator in the performance of the lineup.
The exception was check off list number four, emergency lineup
verification of train A and B. It was worded to precisely match
what was ca the handswitches and the order was arranged to
facil me operator .implementatien of the check off list.

Upon notification of the items noted above, the operations department
set about to correct the deficiencies. In addition, walkdowns of the GK
system were performed to identify additional improvement onportunities.

!
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PalD M-22GK01 (Q), Control Building HVAC-
.

Valve GK V-0071, Essential Service Water vent to control-

room A/C unit SGK04A was shown as normally open when it
should be shown as normally closed.

The equalizing valves located on FGK01A and FGK018 were not-

shown on the drawing. P& ids were utilized by the operations
department in the placement of new valve identification tags
as part of the valve identification improvement plan The
failure to have the drawing properly reflect a complete as-

t built configuration resulted in the failure to have the
valve identification tags installed.

The licensee issued Request For RL;alution (RFR) 07701, Revision B to
have the drMng properiy updata'i.

As a part of the ESF walkdown a sample of engineering calculations-

on the GK system were selected for review. The inspectors review
of calculations GK-15, " Overfilling Authorization for Cable Trays

" and GK-365, " Seismic Loading For Plenum Boxes" indicated....

tht? assumptions used in the calculations were censistent with
asshmptions in the USAR. The inspectors did not identify any
technical concerns with the calculations. However, the inspectors
did find the calculations confusing and lacking in detail. The
following items are some examples: Bechtel derated ampacity
tables were not complete; the documentatien did noc provide a
basis to support calculating the ampacity of cables in closed
trays ba ed on 4 percent of the ampacity fcr cables in an open
tray; and the inspectors could not readily verify that all cables '

in a cable tray were accounted for.

Conclusions
a

The GK system was found to L.e operable and capable of performiag it
intended safety function. Several problems were noted, however,
including onlocked dampers a.nd a potential common mode failure.
licensee has a program to perfot m safety system functional assess...e.ats.
TN GK system was scheduled to be performed after tr.e auxiliary~

eeedwater (AFW) system with the AFW system scheduled for early next
year. The GK system is now scheduled to be performed next and will be
initiated as early as February 1993.

One violation and one unresolved item were identified.

3. Plant Operations (11707)

The objectives of this inspection were to ensure that the facility was
being operated safely and in conformance with license and regulatory
requirements and that the licensee's management control systems were
effectively discharging the licensee's responsRilities for continued
safe operation. The methods used to perform this inspection included

8
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, direct observation of activities and equipmeat, tours of the facility,
interviews and discussions with 71censee personnel, indeper. dent
verification of safety system status and limiting conditions for
operation (LCOs), corrective actions, and revicw of facility records.

Areas revieweo during this inspection included, but were not limited to,
control room activities, routine surveillances, engineered afety
feature operability, radiation protection controls, fire protection,
secuiity, plant cimtnliness, instrumentation and alarms, deficiency
report!. and correctiva actions.

a. Reactor Trio Due To Turbine Trio

On Septemoer 20, 1992, with the unit at 100 percent power, a
turbine trip / reactor trip occurred. The cause of the trip could
not be definitely determined. The licensee believes the cause was
probably due _ to the failure of a wetted mercury relay contact to
block the turbine trip signal generated during the performance of
the weekly thrust ' earing wear detector test. All equipraento
performed normally except for a steam seal unloader valve. The
valve failed open cmino a brief lo.;s of steam seal.c 'nd
condenser vacuum. The valve was isolated ud condenser vacuum was
restored within 10 minutes. Tha atmospheric dump valves were not
required to operate to-maintain the reactor coolant system
temperature within limits.

During the trip the " seismic recorder operable" control room
annunciator was received at about the same time as the four main
steam stop valves went closed. The sudden ntovement of massive
pieces of equipment has been known to actuate building seismic
alarms; however, these alarms have sometimes been caused by
transient (water-hammer) events. The licensee walked down the
main steam piping in the auxiliary building (area 5), portions
inside containment and in the turbine building. No positive
indications of a transient event were identif.ed,

b. Breaker. NB0104. Inadvertently Racked Out

On August 5,1992, the reactor operator discovered that the supply
breaker. NB0104, to the "A' centrifugal charging pump (CCP) had
been inadvertently lacked out. An equipment operator (EO) was

,

hanging workman's protection assurance (UPA) for anotner system
and incortectly racked out the breaker. The "B" CCP was operable
and available during this time and the 'A" pump was restored
within T5 limits; therefore, this event had minimal safety
significance. The breaker was restored to service and subsequent
testing (bump-start) cf the "A" CCP was satisfactory.

At the tice of the event, the plant was in an "A" train. outage and
the appropriate. technical specifications had been entered. WPA
#2072 was to isolate the "A" fuel pool cooling and the cleanup
system. WPA #2072 tagout consisted of 33 tags and was hung by

9
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three different EOs. The E0 was to hang tag #5 on breaker NG0104,*

which is the power supply to the "A" fuel pool cooling pump, after
opening and racking out the breaker. Instead, the E0 opered,
racked out, and hung the tag on breaker NB0104. The E0 had one
other tag to hang and completed hanging both tags by 6:20 p.m.

When breaker WG0104 was racked out, annunciator 18F "NP01 breaker
inoperable" should have illuminated and sealed in. However, as a
result of work being performed on the "B" safety injection (EM)
pump, annunciator 18F was already sealed in. This annunciator has
reflash capability, as it has inputs from all of the emergency
core coolant pumps, and reflashed upon the opening of breaker
NB0104. However, this went unnoticed by the coietrol room (CR)
staff. The unit reactor operator (RO) was involved with motor
operated valve tasting associated with the EM system, requiring
the balance of plant (B0P) operator to monitor all CR panels.

In addition to missing the annunciator 18F reflash, the CR staff
missed two other opportunities to identify the tagging error.
First, with NB0104 racked out, the unnunciator for the "A" CCP on
the Engineered Safety features (ESF) panel SA066X was also
illuminated. This should have flagged the operatcr to a potential
problem. When the inspectors questioned the Shift Supervisor
about this, he stated that due to a number of annunciators being
already lit and others flashing in due to train "A" outage work,
that this masked the lit annunciator for the "A" CCP from the B0P
operator. Second, with NB0104 racked out, the indicating light on
the control panel for the "A" CCP goe ; off indicating the pump is
not available. The error was finally identified three hours later
wf en the R0 raali.';d that the indicating light for the "A" CCP was
not lit. After the R0 changed out the bulb and the indication
light still did not come on, further investigations revealed that
the "A" CCP was inadvertently racked out.

The licensee's corrective action to the event was to issue a night
order to ensure a mutual understanding of planned actions between
in-field E0s and the E0 prior to performing activities; emphasize
the importance of understanJing the impact of operator, both'
licensed and non-licensed, actions; and provide awareness to all

,

control room staff of WPA to be hung.

c. Eauipment Operatcr Errors

Three events by non-licensed EOs have occurred during this
reporting period which are indicative of inattention to detail.
The first incident occurred on August 5,1992, and involved an E0
inadvertentiy racking out the supply breaker, NB0104, to the "A",

| centrifugal charging pump and was discussed in the paragraph
above.

10
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The second event occurred en September 15, 1992, and resulted in
'

an E0 mistakenly leaving breaker NG03CEF4 (supply power to
auxiliary feedwater valve, AL HV-0036) in a position which was not
in accordance with the requirements of the WPA. Tag r10 af WPA
hold-off #4836 required that the breaker be off; however, the as-
found position of the breaker was closed and energized. This
discrepancy was identified by electricians during the performance
of a PM work request. Tne WPA had previously been signed off as
being hung correctly, with an independent verification. An E0 was
later dispatched to place the breaker in the off position.
The last event occurred on September 17, 1992, and involved a non-
safety related component. Brtaker CB152PB21802 (supply power to
the "C" intake pump) was found t acked in by plant electricians.
This breaker position was contradictory to the requirements of the
WPA which called for the breaker to be racked out. WPA #4768 was
initially hung correctly on September 8,1992, for maintenance on
the "C" intake pump. After maintenance activities were completed
and the pump motor was reterminated, the electricians wanted to
verify proper rotation of the pump. To accomplish this activity,
the C0 was required to temporarily pull the tag and rack in the
breaker, close the breaker, and install the control power fuses.
Upon verification of pump rotation, the E0 was required to open
the breaker, pull the control power fuses, and rack out the
breaker. However, the E0 on!v performed the first and second
items. Because the component was not safety related, the tag did
not require an independent verification. The electricians
discovered that the breaker was racked in when, in accordance with
their normal work practice, they performed a voltage check on the
pump before beginning work. The breaker was subsequent:y placed
in the carrect position.

Conclusion

The licensee's response to the reactor trip was prompt and thorough.
Good root cause analysis and effective corrective action was
demonstrated. The inspectors will review and document the Licensee

. Event Report (LER) for this event in a.later report.
:

| Even though no personnel were injured and the safety significance of all
three human performance events was minimal, the licensee should endeavor'

r to reduce human performance problems. Licensee management is meeting
; with each E0 crew to e.nphasize properly hanging WPAs and implemented a
|- program to review WPAs to identify potential problems.
I

! The failure of the E0s to follow plant procedures is a failure to comply
L with TS 6.8.1.a. The licensee identified this violation and it is not
! cited because the criteria specified in Section VII.B.1 of the " General
! Statement of Policy and Procedures for NRC Enforcement Actions,"

(Enforcement Policy,10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C) were satisfied (see
paragraph 9),

11 !
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', 4 Onsite Follow Vo of Events (93702)

a. Inadeauate Testina of Manual Reactor Trio Switches

On August 7, 1992, the licensee determined that TS surveillance
requirement 4.3.1.1 had not been met for the functional unit of
the manual reactor trip. Therefore, the licensee was in TS 4.0.0
which states that failurc to perform a surveillance requirement
witti, the specified time interval shall constitute a failure to
meet the operability requirements for a limiting condition for
operation. This c.ondition required the plant to shut down in
accordance with TS 3.0.3. To avoid an unnecessary plant shutdown,
the licensee requested and received approval from the NRC for a
Temporary Waiver of Compliance (TWOC) on August 7, 1992. This '

TWOC allowed temporary relief from the TS surveillance,

requirements of 4.3.1.1, Table 4.3-1, because the NRC determined
that this extension did t.4t represent a threat to the health and
safety of the public. . .. ihvC allowed Callaway to continue to
operate until an emero".ncy TS Amendment could be applied for,
evaluated and israd on August 21, 1992, which allowed Cellaway to
operate unt.s .ne next refueling outage or the next unplanned.

shutdown. An inplanned shutdown occurred September 20, 1992 and
the licensee satisfied the TS Amendment requirements.

Technical Specifications 4.3.1.1 requires that each reactor trip
system instrumentation channel and interlock, and the automatic
trip logic shall be demonstrated operable by the performarce of
the reactor trip system instrumentation surveillance requ', cements
specified in Table 4.3-1. During a review of industry operating
experience, the licensee became aware of defic'encies with the.

trip actuating device operational test (TAD 0T) for the manual-
reactor trip at a similar plant. Further investigations revecled
that adequate surveillance testing had not been performed on the
undervoltage (UV) and shunt trip (ST)-functions for tne manual
actuation of-the reactor -trip breakers (RTBs) at Callaway.

The manual reactor trip function can be performed. from either of
two physically separate control room (CR) board handswitches, SG
HS1 and SB HS42 located on CR panels RLO4 and RLO6, respectively.
Each handswitch has one contact for each UV and ST function. In
addition, each switch provides input to both the "A" and "B" RT8s;
therefore, a total of four contacts per switch should have been
properly tested to have met the requirements of.TS 4.3.1.1. (Of
the four contacts, only one is needed +- trip the associated
breaker.)

Currently, the licensee performs it.6ependent testing of the-UV and
the ST functions at the breaker cubicle but no testing was done|-

for the contacts in the CR handswitches. Proper testing had been
| performed for each individual contact during pre-operational

testing. Furthcr investigation revealed that the ST function has
never been tested adequately since start-up operations, but the UV

12
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trip function was properly tested up until refuel 2 per,

Maintenance Surveillance Electrical -(MSE)-SB-QS001, revisic, 5. A
procedure revision in 1988 deleted the testing requirements of
both the UV and the ST functions. The licensee later determined
that the deletion took place to consolidate reactor trip breaker
testing into departmental procedures. However, the testing
requirements were not incorporated into another procedure. The
licensee's corrective actions to the event included developing a
new procedure, MSE-SB-QS003 and providing formal periodic
retraining on APA-ZZ-00101, " Preparation, Review, Approval and
Contrcl of Procedures," targeted at procedure preparers and
qualified reviewers.

Eve ~ though t.he licensee had no tests to verify that the switches
wet operational, there was no reason to bellve that the system
would not perform its intended function based on the following: -

manipulation of SB HS1 for plant shutdoe, the performent.e of MSE-
SB-QS001 which demonstrated the reactor trip function was
accomplished by either the UV or S7 circuits, and the diversity of
the reactor protection system. Therefore, the safety significance
of the event was minimal. ,

L
Due to an unplanned reactor trip on September 20, 1992, MSE-SB- y
QS003 was satisfactorily performed to independently verify the
operability of the UV and the ST circuits u committed to the NRC
in Callavay's request for a TWOC and an emergency TS Amendment.

b. Replacement of Vent Valve on Accumulator D

On August 7, 1992, the licensee requested, and was grar,ted, a TWOC
from the requirements of TS 3.5.1. The TWOC was granted to allow
the licensee time to complete the repair efforts on the
accumulator "D" by extending the allowed outage time from one hour
to 24 hours. Thc NRC determined that this extension did not i
represent a threat to the health and safety of the public.

The licensee decided to replace vent valve. EP HV-8950F, on the
"D" accumulator because of the potential for leakage of the valve
to increase. At the time of the repairs, the valve was leaking at
a rate of about one liter per day. The leak was caused by
continuous cycling uf the valve which was necessitated by the need
to maintain accumulator pressure within TS limits of 602 to 648
pounds per square inch gage (4,151 to 4,468 Kilopascals).
Fluctuatior,s in the accumulator pressure were due to operators
constantly making-up to the accuculator due to leaking residual
heat removal check valve EJ HV-88180.

During the outage, maintenance act wities were performed on valve
Ed HV-88180. After the outage, the licensee determined that the
valve would not seal tight. Because the licensee focused on EJ
HV-88180 leakinq, EP HV-8950F initially went unnoticed.
Consequently, the licensee performed a number of fills and vents
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on the accumulator before realizing that the vent valve was
'

leaking in addition to valve EJ HV-88180 leaking.

Even though there was minimal safety significance associated vith
operating the plant with valve EP HV-8050F leaking, licensee
management decided to perform repairs so that the operators would
not be burdened with performing unnecessary fill and vent
evolutions, in addition, the licensee did not want ta continue
to challenge valve EP HV-8950F by :onstantly cycling the valve and
not knowing if failure of the valva would occur.

The repair efforts consisted of replacing the leaking valve with a
prefabricated valve assembly, and reinstalling the valve's
controls. To facilitate the repairs and minimize the potential
number of problems, a special procedure, 015 ED-00005, " Governing
Procedure to Control Replacement of EP HV-8950f," was developed, b
Electricians practiced removing, reinstalling, and setting reed
switches; and a briefing was held the day before to enture that
all personnel involved were aware of the planned evolutions. The
licensee entered the TS action statement at 6:00 a.m. on August 6,
1992, when depressurization of the accumulator began. The repairs
progressed smoothly and the licensee exited the TWOC at 8:00 p.m.
on August 8, 1992.

Conclusions

During the maintenante activity on the accumulator vent valve, and in
follow up to the eactor trip breaker handswitch issue, a conservative
attitude was displayed. Actions were taken only after serious group and
intergroup reviews were held.

The failure of the licensee to comply with TS 4.3.1.1 for the testing of
the manual reactor handswitches is a violation of NRC requirements.
However, the licensee identified this violation and it is not being
cited because the criteria specified in Section VII.B.2 of the " General "

Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Er.forcement Actions,"
(Enforcement Policy, 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C) were satisfied.

5. Maintenance / Surveillance (62703) (617261

Selected portions of the plant surveillance, test, and maintenance
activities on safety-related systems and components were observed or S

reviewed to ascertain that the activities were performed in accorda.~c
with approved procedures, regulatory guides, industry codec and
standards, and the Technical Specifications. The followiag items were
considered during these inspections: the limiting conditiour for
operation were met while components or sy:.tems were removed ftom
service; approvals were obtained prior to initiating the work;
activities were accomplished using approved procedures and were
inspected as applicable; functional testing and/or calibration was
performed prior to returning the components or systems to service; parts
and materials that were used were properly certified; and appropriate
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fire prevention, radiological, and housekeeping conditions were
'

maintained.

a. Maintenance

The reviewed maintenance activities included:

Work Reauest No. Activity

P48995? Eighteen month PM to NG0205, feeder
breaker to SGK04B.

W520297 Adjusted limit and torque switches
of valve operator, EF HV-0060.

W498660 Replaced torque switch in valve
,

operator, EH HV-88148.

W498665 R:p':cea torque switch in valve
oper tor EN HV-0015.

,

W146245 Replaced six point terminal block in
valve operator EN HV-0015.

C

During a review of completed work documents on the GK system the
inspectors develcped a concern with the Sporlan catch-all filter-drier
assemblies on the four safety-related air-conditioning units
manufactured by the Bahnson company. During seismic shake testr the
freon filters failed the tests. The filters received additional silver- [
soldering to prevent freon leakage and subsequently passed the required
tests. All safety-related units shipped from the factory had the
additional soldering performed. It at first appeared to the inspectors
that replaceinent of the filter assemblies in the field would require the 4

removal of some of the solder. Work documents reviewed did not include
reinstallation of the solder. Additional revis< of the vendor drawings ~

and interviews with maintenance personnel revealed that solder did not
have to be removed for the filters to be replaced and the original
seismic qualification of the units was still valid.

&
b. Surveillance

The reviewed surveillances included:

Procedure No. Activity

ISF-GK-00R05, Control building supply air inlet
radiation detector.

OSP-GK-00001 Trair "B" control room
pressurization fan, monthly 10 hour
run.
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MSE-GK-QG002 Control . building emergeca
ventilat un. train "A" flow | rates.

ETP-GK-00001 Control est.n 'd class IE A/C units
heat 4 hanger test.

ESP-GK-030ll Control room pressurization filter
unit train "A" bypass leakage test.

ESP-GL-03010 Control room filtration filter unit
train "A" bypass leakage test.

OSP-GK-00002 Control building pressure test.

MPE-GK-QG001 Control room ventilation system
train "A" flow verification.

OSP-GK-00002 Train "A" control room
pressurization fan, monthly 10 hour
run.

MSE-NK-QB001 Weekly inspeClion on large station
batteries, NK-ll and NK-13.

ISF-GK-00R04 Fenetional test of control building
supply air 'in radiation dett ctor.

ISF-GN-0P936 Functional test of containment
pressure transmitter.

ITG-ZZ-VE001 Calibration of control-buildir.g
supply air unit suction low
temperattre switch.

OTN-NE-00002 Diesel generator "A" on hour
load / start test.

QCP-ZZ-05G41 Visual examination to ASME of diesel
generator "A" cooling system.

During the performance of the control room pressurization 10-hour-

runs the ' inspectors observed the performance of the fan units and
had several questions.

The units take outside air and filter it prior to sending-it-

to-the control building. 'To orevcat e cessive moisture
intrusion-into-the units a moisture /s e arator is located at'
the inlet to the HEPA/ charcoal adsorber unit. A drain line
with a loop seal is installed to drain off any excess
.noisture. During operation of the unit, the inspector
observed that the loop seal was dry and that-air was being
drawn into the inlet of the unit from the floor drain. The,
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, drain from the unit is a 3/4 inch (19 mm) diameter carbon
steel pipe The equivalent diameter of the inlet ductwork
at that point is'10 inches (25.4 cm). The licensee's-
preliminary evaluation concluded that this was.not
significant since the floor drains of the control building
do not contain radioactive contamination, the air drawn from
the floor drain is filtered prior to use, and the relative
size of the drain was small as compared to the inlet
ducting.

The inspector observed what appeared to be a suction damper-

that was only partially open durir:g the performance of the
surveillance test. The inspector-informed the SS who in
turn informed the appropriate system engineer. The engineer
and his management observed the damper during system
operation and could not identify any discrepancies. To
ensure that the damper was fully open an inspection port was
used to-view the damper while the system was in operation.
No concerns were identified. During the operation of the
fan during the next month's surveillance performance, the
inspector verified that the damper was operating properly.

Conclusions

Maintenance and surveillance activities continue to be well performed by
the licensee. The licensee's corrective actions stated in paragraph 2
will address the question of the dry loop seal.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Verification of Plant Records (TI 2515/115)

This temporary instruction (TI)'was performed to evaluate the licensee's
ability to obtain accurate and complete log readings from either
licensed or non-licensed operators. Activities that were identified
that may have a negative impact on safety will be further reviewed by
the NRC. The objective of this il was satisfied by the licensee havingi

L a self-monitoring program in plac e. The licensee's program was verified
| to satisfy the attributes _ listed in the TI.

In response to industry events concerning the obtainment of accurate and
complete log readings the licensee performed a surveillance of log
integrity. The surveillance- focused on E0s but also included personnel
assigned to the Instrumentation and Controls (I&C) Department and the
Maintenance Department. During the initial sample, one _ door transaction
out of 348 door transactions did not match the operators' rounds'
information. An ' additional 98 transactions were sampled for the one
individual. identified in the first sample. - An additional 7 failures to
match were identified. As a-result of the additional failures further
samples were selected. An additional 185 door transactions-were
selected. Two additional E0s were identified.with a total of 6 failures
to match. By this time most of the E0s had been checked during the
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samples To ensure completeness an additional 45 door transactions were
*

selected in order to check 100 percent of the E0s. No further failures
to match were noted. After multiple internal reviews and interviews
with the personnel involved, the conclusion was reached that the three-
operators noted above had recorded information on equipment checks when )in fac* they had not entered the rooms.

1

-The licensee detcrmined that the :afety significance of the missed
rounds was minimal as no TS data had been missed due to the timing of
the three times daily log takings and liinited amount of required
information in the rooms involved.

The licensee's corrective action included:

- Time off without pay for the individuals involved.

- Counseling of the individuals involved.

- Discussions with all equipment operators concerning the
seriousness of the falsification of records.

- Informing all plant personnel of the seriousness of the
falsification of records.

No failures to match were noted with any of the required room entries
made by the I&C or the Maintenance Department personnel.

The NRC inspectors reviewed the licensee's surveillance results and were
satisfied with the thoroughness of the inspection. A review of the
missed log readings dio not identify any safety concerns. Pending
further NRC review of these types of industry-wide problems, these
findings will be tracted as an unresolved item (483/92012-03).

7. Open item Followun 192701)

| (Closed) Open Item (483/'"015-01(DRS)): The licensee needed to complete
' source documentation for the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs). The

E0P setpoint document for identifying and cross referencing plant-
specific parameters (used in the E0Ps) to the technical basis was
completed on May 15, 1992. This open item is considered closed.

| No violations or deviations were identified.
!

[ 8. Unresolved Items
|

| Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
' order to ascertain whether it is an acceptable item, a violation, a

failure to meet a licensee commitment, or a deviation. Unresolved items
are discussed in paragraphs 2 and 6 of this report.

) 9. Non-Cited Violations (NCV)
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Durirg this inspection, certain of your activities, as described in
'' paragraphs 3 and 4 above, appeared to be in violation of NRC

requirements. However, the violations were either categorized at
Severity Level IV or V and they are not being cited because the criteria
specified in Section Vll.B. of the " General Statement of Policy and
Procedure fnr NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy,10 CFR,

part 2, Appendix C, were-satisfied.

10. [xit Meetina (71707)

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted under-Persons
Contacted) at intervals during the inspection period. The inspectors
summarized the scope and findings of the inspection. The licensee
representatives acknowledged the. findings as reported herein. The
inspectors also discussed the likely informational content of the
inspection report with regard to documents or processes reviewed by the
inspectors during ..ie inspection. The licensee did not identify any
such documents / processes as proprietary.

..
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